AGENDA AND NOTES

The Management of Scholarly Identity

A CNI WORKSHOP

SHERATON INNER HARBOR, POTOMAC ROOM
BALTIMORE, MD
APRIL 4, 2012

09:00AM – 10:00AM Light Breakfast & Refreshments Available

10:00AM – 10:05 AM Welcome. (Clifford Lynch, CNI)

10:05AM – 10:20 AM Introductions (Round the Room)

10:20AM – 10: 40AM Goals for Workshop, Quick Survey of Previous Work,
Survey of Landscape, Some Key Questions (Clifford Lynch, CNI)

Some Key Landscape Elements
Name Authority Files
Author ID systems
Bibliographies
Biographies
Collective Bibliographies
Collective Biographies
Interactions with Institutional Repositories
Interactions with Research Management Systems
Interactions with Social Systems

Relationships and connections, e.g. ISNI-VIAF-ORCID

Some Key Questions

Levels of Assurance; linkages to authentication/authorization
Privacy and Public Record Biography
Business Models and ability to reuse/repurpose databases; what’s proprietary?
Interfile/Intersystem synchronization and collective improvement
Standards agendas, shortcomings, gaps

10:40AM – 12:30PM Updates, Clarifications and Discussion
We’ll have some *brief* (5-10 minute) presentations; it’s assumed participants will have looked at the materials distributed from other participants, but this is a great time to ask specific questions about these projects and how they related to each other. I have a long list of my own questions. A computer and projector will be available if needed.

This will be followed by general discussion, which I will moderate.

ISNI Status (Beat Barblan)
ORCID Status (Chris Shillum)
LC Name Authority File Status (Kevin Ford)
VIAF (Thom Hickey)
Archival Authorities Infrastructure (Dan Pitti)
Thomson Reuters Developments (Berenika Webster, et al.)
Elsevier Developments (Chris Shillum)
VIVO (Mike Conlon)
The view from identity management (Ken Klingenstein)

12:30PM – 1:00 PM Quick Lunch

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM Discussion continues

2:00PM – 3:00 PM Development of Follow-on Agenda and Workshop Conclusions